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The analysis and presentation of patents to support 

engineering design 

 

 

This paper explores the role of patents in engineering design, and how the 

extraction and presentation of patent data could be improved for designers. 

We propose the use of crowdsourcing as a means to post tasks online for a 

crowd of people to participate and complete. The issues of assessment, 

searching, clustering and knowledge transfer are evaluated with respect to 

the literature. Opportunities for potential crowd intervention are then dis-

cussed, before the presentation of two initial studies. These related to the 

categorization and interpretation of patents respectively using an online plat-

form. The initial results establish basic crowd capabilities in understanding 

patent text and interpreting patent drawings. This has shown that reasonable 

results can be achieved if tasks of appropriate duration and complexity are 

set, and if test questions are incorporated to ensure a basic level of under-

standing exists in the workers. 

Overview 

Although there are millions of online patent records instantly available, their 

volume and format of presentation combine to make interpretation of their 

contents and assessment a laborious process. Designers therefore need new 

tools to allow them to quickly and accurately understand the relevant patents 

in the context of a new design or innovation. We propose the utilisation of 

crowdsourcing to cut through the patent jungle and deliver a concise 

summary of the relevant Intellectual Property (IP) and its applications in an 

area of interest. Key components in crowdsourcing workflows are repletion 

(i.e. multiple, parallel tasks to generate sets of answers), peer review, 

iteration, and the linkage of payment to quality assessments. These 

characteristics can be used to locate relevant patent records, summarize their 

contents and collaboratively construct infographics that show the relative 

strength of clustering around topics. In other words, our research focuses on 
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the use of the crowd to provide the designer with two specific areas of 

functionality: patent usage assessment and patent landscape visualisation. 

Specifically, we aim to generate a new, visual form of patent map or gallery 

that incorporates measures of patent commercialization activity and tech-

nical metadata through the crowdsourcing approach that can be utilized by 

engineering designers during conceptualization and embodiment design. 

This paper reports on initial foundation steps vital to achieve this aim by 

developing a crowd capable of solving the upcoming high-reasoning patent 

analysis tasks. 

Patents in engineering design 

Despite the significant costs involved, patents have become a dominant facet 

of innovation with over 50 million being recorded in the European IPO da-

tabase alone. International corporate strategies have been built around IP 

portfolios [1], and digital infrastructures have facilitated a significant indus-

try in patent analytics and landscaping. The volume of patents filed has led 

to fresh questions on its efficacy with issues including patent “thicketing” 

to stifle competitors, trolling by companies who add nothing to our creative 

pool, protracted legal disputes between multi-national companies, and the 

awarding of patents to seemingly common sense designs cited as evidence 

of its problems. While new approaches such as open innovation, and 

changes to patent laws have been proposed, the patent system is a deeply 

entrenched and internationally recognized facet of business life.  

For engineering designers, patents can support different modes of work-

ing moving through the product development process. Fig. 1 uses Pugh’s [2] 

Total Design model to illustate the kinds of activity commonly undertaken 

by engineering designers and how these could be supported.  While there 

are a number of tools such as landscaping and TRIZ, patents remain an un-

der-utilized resource at a practical level for engineering design particularly 

through the conceptualisation and detailed design phases [3]. Researchers 

have employed a range of approaches to attempt to remedy this. Chan et al 

[4] show that providing designers with “far-field and less common” patents 

can have a positive effect on creative idea generation. Chang et al [5] have 

used keywords in conjunction with the established TRIZ inventive princi-

ples to provide “design-arounds” in the latter phases of conceptual design. 

And the preparation of patents has also been used as an educational approach 

to “directed conceptual design” [6]. To determine how patents can best be 

applied in these different design contexts, it is necessary to understand var-

ious approaches to patent analysis. 
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Fig. 1 Use of patents at different stages of the product development process 

The challenge of analyzing patents 

As an enormous publicly available source of data, patents have attracted a 

great deal of attention from researchers attempting to use them to identify 

patterns of innovation, technological trends, and creative thinking. While 

much academic research has been in the realm of economics, engineering 

design is well-placed to utilize patent information given the fact that many 

contain novel design solutions. Indeed, although there are specialist patents 

such as pharmaceuticals and plants that serve niche industries, the majority 

relate to novel technologies that can be applied in a range of settings. For 

example, it is impossible to patent an umbrella as a stand-alone concept, but 

novel materials, opening mechanisms, handle designs and so on can be pa-

tented. And while these may form part of an umbrella patent, they could 

equally be applied in other areas. The challenges in extracting and under-

standing the different kinds of creative thinking bound up in the formal pa-

tent document make it problematic for use in practical engineering design 

settings. We have therefore undertaken a review of the use of patents in en-

gineering design, along with applications of the crowdsourcing approach.    

Patent Assessment 

Patent assessment can be grouped into two stages: pre- and post-grant. Be-

fore the patent is granted, novelty and usefulness are the two important pa-

rameters. Whereas after the patent is granted, patents are evaluated based on 

the possibility of commercialization.  
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Pre-grant 

Many methods have been proposed in the engineering design literature to 

assess novelty [7-11], but only few for usefulness. For example, Sarkar and 

Chakrabarti [12] proposed a method using the SAPPhIRE constructs (Ac-

tion, State change, Physical Phenomena, Physical effect, Organ, Parts and 

Inputs) for assessing the degree of novelty, and measured usefulness by mul-

tiplication of a set of parameters: level of importance, rate of popularity of 

usage, rate of use, frequency of usage, and duration of use, and combine 

them to get an overall score. However, this usefulness definition is largely 

varied with other definitions such as “functional and operable” [13], “man-

ufacturable” [14], “achievable” [15], “practically useful” (US Court Pro-

ceedings), “specific, substantial (i.e. real world use) and credible (i.e. be-

lievable to a person of ordinary skill in the art)” [16], and “capable of 

industrial application” [17]. Among these various definitions, USPTO use-

fulness assessment by “specific, substantial and credible” and “capable of 

industrial application” [18] are accepted comprehensively. However, Nicol 

and Nielsen had argued that worthwhile or commercially practical is not a 

criterion to assess usefulness. In contrary, other view such as manufactura-

bility scope including “economic value to the country” do exist [19]. It has 

been argued that a patent should include a complete specification fully de-

scribe the use of the invention and how it can be achieved [14]. However, 

whether this procedure is commonly applied in patent applications is ques-

tionable. Observing 36% of the European patents didn’t commercialize [20] 

represents that “novelty” is a primary factor assessed in-detail for giving a 

patent grant, whereas usefulness and obviousness are just assessed with an 

overall observation, reflecting The Nuffield Council observations that the 

guidelines to assess utility is too low leading to mention only ‘theoretically 

or speculative possible’ purpose [21]. However, taking steps to incorporate 

specific, substantial and credible utilities will increase time and cost for ex-

amination potentially delaying patent publication and which may eventually 

reduce patent applications [22]. Potentials of using the crowdsourcing ap-

proach for assessing both novelty and usefulness during the design process 

should be explored as a cost effective practices.    

Post-grant 

After a patent has been granted, accessing patent quality and its applications 

for converting patents into product development has huge potential indus-

trial merits. However, there are no acceptable and common measures for this 

purpose. Trappey et al. [23] proposed a methodology to shorten the time 

required to determine and rank the quality of patents with respect to their 
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potential values in the IP rights marketplace. The methodology involves ex-

tracting relevant patent quality performance indicators, identifying the key 

impact factors using principal component analysis, and using a back-propa-

gation neural network (BPN) trained model to predict the quality of patents 

and forecast the IP market potential. Although the paper claims that through 

historical patents that the proposed methodology produced 85% accuracy in 

automatic pre-evaluating patents which have commercialization value, the 

major issue is in identification of quality indicators. This paper used the fol-

lowing indicators: Application length (patent application and issue date), 

Number of international patent classification (IPC), Number of US patent 

classification (UPC), Forward citations, Foreign citations, Backward cita-

tions, Number of claims, Independent claims, Patent family (i.e., a set of 

patents in various countries taken to protect a single invention), Technology 

cycle time (i.e. the median age of the cited patents), Science linkage (i.e. the 

average number of references which are cited from scientific papers), and 

the length of specification.  

Other indicators used to value patents are related to investment, mainte-

nance, and litigation (e.g. patent trade and patent assignment). The follow-

ing parameters are used to assess countries progress on technology develop-

ment: Pending duration (the time duration of the ultimately successful 

patents that have been in the application grant process), Originality index 

(measures the extent to which the patent is based on broad technological 

roots, because the patent is more likely to synthesize knowledge across a 

wide variety of disciplines), and Technology dependence (measures the pro-

portion of self-citations) [24]. Although these meta-data based indicators 

help to identify potential value of patents, the real indicators should emerge 

from semantic analysis of patent claims. This technical analysis of in-depth 

patent claims could be explored through the crowdsourcing approach, con-

sidering limitations of computer algorithms. Issues related to algorithmic-

based text analysis are discussed in the next section.       

There is only a single case study identified to illustrate challenges in com-

mercializing innovative products. Roy [25] published case studies of Strida, 

Dyson, and Sanders UK companies in commercializing innovative products. 

The case studies discussed issues related to sales, risks, transferring licens-

ing rights, and radicalness involved in invention, patenting and to commer-

cialize innovative products. More empirical studies are required to under-

stand how patents are applied successfully during new product 

development.  
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Patent Searches  

The literature related to patent searches is predominately focused on com-

puter-based retrieval techniques rather than understanding real needs of de-

signers in the design process. This section reviews a range of empirical stud-

ies, and summarizes computer-based retrieval techniques applied to 

engineering design. 

Empirical studies 

Heisig et al. [26] reported the UK survey results of knowledge and infor-

mation requirements of managers and engineers in design and service. The 

result observed that the “patent” category was noted only once within 

knowledge and information needs mentioned from 129 respondents. They 

also noted that only one other empirical study [27] reported about patent 

information needs. Patent infringement checks help to avoid reinventing the 

wheel, prevent costly litigation, and could potentially draw inspiration from 

existing designs. Koh [28] discussed challenges involved in answering when 

(before, during, and after the design) and how IP infringement checks should 

be conducted during the engineering design process. He reiterated that 

searching patents before the design stages is difficult with design problem 

information alone (i.e. does not really know what to look for), and search 

scope is much wider. Although search relevance could be increased for IP 

checks during the design stages, it can be costly to conduct frequent and 

thorough IP checks, especially involving a professional patent searcher due 

to decipher patent documents strategically written with intention to hide the 

scope of protection [29]. Koh highlighted that research is required to iden-

tify impact of patent infringement checks on design creativity, and to de-

velop an affordable and effective means of retrieving relevant IP infor-

mation from the sheer volume of  documents during the engineering design 

process. In line with discussion mentioned for novelty, possibility of fre-

quent and thorough IP checks should be explored through the low cost 

crowdsourcing approach.      

Patent search techniques 

Patent searches are useful for extracting useful information, and examining 

patents for possible infringements. Patent searches are classified into meta-

data searchers (i.e. prolific inventors, cited patents, UPC classes etc.) and 

whole patent text searches. Keyword searches are commonly used to find 

relevant patent documents. However keyword searches are not adequate to 

find appropriate documents due to inaccurate usage of terminologies, syno-

nyms, polysemy, pronouns, multiple attributions, varying detail levels of 

patent descriptions, and homographs present in patents.  
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For whole patent search, patent parsing is common. Structure (i.e. syntax) 

and dependency (i.e. word-to-word relations) parsing are the principal ap-

proaches in many search concepts, namely: two-level parser [30], function-

behavior-state (FBS) information extraction [31], knowledge-based natural 

language analysis approach [32], concept-based patent search [33], trans-

form queries to Subject–Action–Object-structures [34], and conceptual 

graph extraction [35]. Wang et al. [30] argued that the proposed Independent 

Claim Segment Dependency Syntax approach had improved efficiency (i.e. 

less computer memory and parsing time), as well as identifying some of the 

challenges in patent parsing due to peculiarities of claim syntax (such as 

claim template, post attribute past participle, parenthetical sentence, com-

plex noun phrase as sentence, recursion, and coordination).  

More coverage on Patentability search during writing a new patent appli-

cation, Validity/Invalidity search (i.e. to defend a patent application or to 

litigate a competitor’s patent), Infringement search (i.e. freedom to operate 

search before launching a product on the market), Technology survey, and 

Portfolio survey could be read from a review article from Bonino et al. [36]. 

There is no established standardized evaluation method to compare these 

proposed approaches. Since the best proposed approach accuracy rate is 

only 68%, there is still large research scope available in patent searches. 

Prospective hybrid approaches to blend the crowdsourcing approach with 

computer algorithms need to be explored, and hypothesis “crowd inputs in-

crease algorithmic outcomes efficiency” should be tested.    

Patent clustering 

Patent clustering is a process of grouping and representing related patents 

graphically to support and enhance many patent-related applications, such 

as patent valuation, technology relatedness and competitor analysis, patent 

strategy development, and technology management. Kitamura et al. [37] 

sketched possibility of using patent map of functional decomposition to be 

used for the design review, to indicate applicable ways to achieve a function, 

and patent application. They reported a patent survey for handing semicon-

ductor wafers which illustrated the differences in working principles and 

features of patents in each level of function decomposition. They argued that 

through a function decomposed patent map, the patent application was com-

pleted within a week as compared to original 3-4 weeks, and the patent 

claims were increased, in some cases doubled. However, the proposed soft-

ware required a user to describe function decomposition trees on a graphical 

user-interface. Since this is time consuming procedure for designers, an al-

ternative approach (possibly through crowdsourcing) is required to extract 

functional information from patents, and categorize to create a useful sub-
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functional tree. Fu et al. [38] demonstrated through experiments that com-

putationally-generated structure (i.e. using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) 

and hierarchical Bayesian algorithm) is sensible in clustering of patents and 

organization of clusters (i.e. functional similarity) compared to experts. 

However, it is clear that there is not necessarily one best way to structure 

patent clusters, and although there are many patent landscaping commercial 

software available in the market (such as AcclaimIPTM, Patent iNSIGHT 

ProTM, ThemeScapeTM) usefulness of those in engineering design is not ex-

plored adequately in the literature.  

Technology forecasting  

Usefulness of patent clustering is largely explored in the technology fore-

casting domain rather than in other applications. Trappey et al. [39] pro-

posed a methodology which combines patent content clustering and tech-

nology life cycle forecasting to find a niche space of RFID technology 

development in China. Through this approach, they categorized RFID pa-

tents into the saturation stage, the mature stage, and the early growth stage. 

They argued that these classifications help businesses to find good develop-

ment potential domains. The approach used by them for forecasting is ques-

tionable because they used cumulative patent applications (i.e. patent appli-

cation volume) for forecasting future RFID technology development trends. 

This approach could overlook many potential gaps for further development. 

The ontology-based patent clustering approaches are proposed in the litera-

ture, and demonstrated for the strategic prediction of development trends 

and knowledge flows [40, 41].   

Kim and Jun [42] analyzed all Apple Inc. patents till now using the graph-

ical causal inference method and the semiparametric Gaussian copula re-

gression model to show the technological trends, and relations between Ap-

ple’s technologies. The paper produced many associations between Apple’s 

keywords. Whether an expert could generate useful knowledge (i.e. to find 

vacant technology areas) from the generated technology path diagram is 

questionable, because the diagram links few terminologies without any se-

mantics (i.e. meanings) between these relationships. 

Jin et al. [43] used quality function deployment (QFD) matrices (i.e. tech-

nology–product (T–P) QFD and product–market (P–M) along with a semi-

automatic technique for extracting keywords from text data and analyzing 

the similarities to generate the technology-driven roadmap (TRM). The au-

thors argued that the map could be useful to identify profitable markets and 

promising product concepts based on technology information. The limita-

tions mentioned for this approach are: cannot be applied to all new technol-

ogy, as some technology does not have similar technology; help of experts 
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is needed in the process to screen core keywords among text-mining results; 

and presently the TRM is drawn manually from the generated links.  

Patent knowledge transfer 

As mentioned before, knowledge transfer is an important step in the search 

process. Design-by-analogy and TRIZ are the commonly used modes to ap-

ply identified appropriate search patents in the engineering design process. 

The next two sections review the research conducted in these two ap-

proaches. 

Design-by-analogy  

Busby and Lloyd [44] found that solution search activity provided more in-

novative influences than conservative ones. They have noted that patent-

avoiding behavior (i.e. costly infringement) and high margin on product as-

sociated consumables motivated repeated searches throughout the design 

process, and helped cases of significant innovative designs. Design-by-anal-

ogy, serendipity, forced analogy, relational words and random input are 

some of the methods commonly used for solution search and transfer activ-

ities [45].  

Kurtoglu et al. [46] evaluated a computational method which extracts 

product design knowledge at two levels of abstraction (the functional level 

and the component level), and creates procedural rules that depict the map-

ping between these two levels. Vandevenne et al. [47] proposed a scalable 

search for systematic biologically inspired design (SEABIRD). SEABIRD 

represented product and biological elements extracted from patent and bio-

logical databases. They demonstrated that the product aspects identified can-

didate products for design by analogy, and increase the variety and novelty 

of ideas [48].  

Similar to functional hierarchical trees generated by Cascini and Zini [49] 

to search for patent similarity, Fu et al. [50] presented the results of testing 

a method for extracting functional analogies based on functional vector 

space representation [51] from patent databases to assist designers in sys-

tematically seeking and identifying analogies. The work extracted vocabu-

lary of functions from a patent database, building on the hierarchical struc-

ture of a functional basis [52]. The results demonstrated that the approach 

produced significantly improved the novelty of solutions generated, but no 

significant change in the total quantity of solutions generated.  

TRIZ 

TRIZ stands for the Russian acronym of ‘Teoriya Resheniya Izobre-

tatelskikh Zadatch’ meaning Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TIPS). 
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Altshuller developed TRIZ by studying over 1.5 million patents and noticed 

certain patterns in the evolution of technical systems [53]. A set of universal 

principles for problem-solving were subsequently identified by observing 

recurring engineering conflicts and their solutions [54]. The research based 

on TRIZ is categorized as knowledge-based system to support TRIZ and 

application of TRIZ in different domains. The four main process steps of 

TRIZ (problem definition, problem classification and tool selection, solu-

tion generation and evaluation) need many support tools to apply generated 

principles effectively. Although the merits of TRIZ are widely cited, demer-

its can be less novelty when compared to the intuitive brainstorming method 

[55], and the difficulty in finding ‘out of the box’ solutions [56]. 

Although TRIZ emerged from mechanical design, it has been applied to 

apply in many other domains. Lee et al. [57] refined a structural service de-

sign stages based on the TRIZ and the service blueprint approach. The lim-

itations mentioned are support is needed to choose proper service parame-

ters which influences the setting of the contradiction matrix to find the right 

inventive principles of solutions, and also it is time-consuming task to iden-

tify the root cause of problems in the problem definition stage. Kobayashi 

et al. [58] proposed a product eco-design methodology which integrates 

TRIZ for idea generation. The noted problems include no principle of in-

vention for some matrix elements of the contradiction matrix of TRIZ, and 

missing elements to represent environmental characteristics in the contra-

diction matrix. 

Harnessing the crowd 

Crowdsourcing (aka micro-outsourcing) is an approach where smaller tasks 

are posted online for a crowd of people to participate and complete. The 

term crowdsourcing was coined by Jeff Howe in 2006 as ‘the act of a 

company or institution taking a function once performed by employees and 

outsourcing it to an undefined (and generally large) network of people in the 

form of an open call’ [59]. These activities are executed by people via virtual 

tools who can access tasks, execute them, upload the results and receive 

various forms of payment using any web browser. This is a labour market 

open 24/7, with a diverse workforce available to perform tasks quickly and 

cheaply. The distributed network of human workers provide on-line, “black-

box”, reasoning capabilities that can exceed the capabilities of current AI 

technologies (i.e. genetic algorithms, neural-nets, case-based reasoning) in 

terms of flexibility and scope.  
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Although many automatic approaches are proposed for patent searching, 

still human intervention is required for verification, validation, and provid-

ing proper judgements for the outcomes generated between the search pro-

cedures. These requirements could be crowdsourced to provide proper feed-

back to automatic approaches to improve the accuracy rate, also reducing 

time to be spent by designers in refining the search process. Furthermore, 

the crowdsourcing approach could be utilized for retrieving appropriate 

graphical content from patents, where automatic approaches are difficult to 

apply.  In terms of idea generation, proposed computational techniques for 

design-by-analogy proved that the platforms help designers generate novel 

solutions. However significant improvements are needed in classification 

and filtering, and extracting and visualizing complete FBS linkages effec-

tively for proper analogy transformation. This could be supported by the 

crowdsourcing approach.  

Applications of crowdsourcing in design research are developing slowly. 

Table 1 summarizes the few research work reporting the crowdsourcing ap-

proach in engineering design. These reported works could be well summa-

rized within the three research directions proposed by Maher [60]: technol-

ogy development, creative design processes, and evaluating creativity. 

However, the focus is predominately on the crowd evaluation process. More 

applications for using the crowdsourcing approach in the design process 

need to be identified and demonstrated.  

Table 1 Summary of research work reporting the crowdsourcing approach in engi-

neering design     

Authors Aim/Objectives Used design 

tasks 

Important findings 

Wu et al. 

[61] 

Propose 

‘Crowdsourced Design 

Evaluation Criteria’ 

(cDEC) to support gen-

eration and evaluation 

of crowd-enabled de-

sign activities. 

Design liv-

ing room 

layouts 

Effective evaluation of 

design quality is a key 

component to leverage 

virtual workforce’s cre-

ative activities, and vi-

tal to iterative optimi-

zation processes 

Yu and 

Nickerson 

[62] 

Support crowd creativ-

ity through an iterative 

process of design, 

evaluation and combi-

nation. 

Chair design Iterative process of de-

sign, evaluation and 

combination leads 

crowd to inherit and 

modify presented fea-

tures enabling to gener-

ate creative product.  
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Burnap et 

al. [63] 

Propose a simulation-

based crowd consensus 

model to identify ex-

perts in crowd for de-

sign evaluation.  

Bracket 

strength 

evaluation 

The model predicts ex-

perts only if the as-

sumptions made are 

correct (e.g. only ex-

perts have consistent 

Evaluations).  

Maher et al 

[60] 

Support collective de-

sign by understanding 

representation, commu-

nication and motiva-

tion.   

Google  

Image La-

beller, 

Threadless  

Proposed schema for 

evaluating crowdsourc-

ing platform for repre-

sentation, communica-

tion and motivation.  

Sun et al. 

[64] 

Integrate crowd’s 

sketching processes via 

collaborative 

crowdsourcing design. 

Communal 

facilities for 

elderly peo-

ple’s recrea-

tion 

Crowd rely heavily on 

the idea tree for inspira-

tion, and best ideas ap-

pear around ends of the 

idea tree. 

Luther et 

al. [65] 

Help designers to re-

ceive design critiques 

from non-expert crowd 

workers. 

Poster de-

signs 

Aggregated crowd cri-

tique approaches expert 

critique, improved de-

sign process, and as-

sists to change designs.  

Grace et al. 

[66] 

A process model for 

crowdsourcing experi-

ence design for volun-

teer online communi-

ties. 

Citizen sci-

ence project 

Increases motivation of 

crowd and creativity of 

the design.  

Bao et al. 

[67] 

Compare evaluation 

methods to increase 

crowdsourcing sys-

tem’s effectiveness. 

Solutions to 

the oil spill 

problem in 

the Mexico 

Gulf 

Argued that evaluation 

methods should be as-

signed in relation to the 

distribution of quality 

present at each stage of 

crowdsourcing. 

Bayus [68] Characterizing individ-

ual’s ideation efforts in 

crowd. 

Dell’s 

IdeaStorm 

community 

Ideators struggle to re-

peat their success due 

to fixation. 

Poetz and 

Schreier 

[69] 

Compare novelty, cus-

tomer benefit, and fea-

sibility of ideas gener-

ated between experts 

and crowd users. 

Baby prod-

ucts 

Crowd user ideas score 

higher in novelty and 

customer benefit, but 

lower in feasibility. 

Vattam 

and Goel 

[70] 

To catalogue and anno-

tate research articles us-

ing the SBF-based ap-

proach.  

Biological 

sources 

Created Biologue (a so-

cial citation catalogu-

ing system) to gather, 
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organize, share, and an-

notate scholarly arti-

cles. 

Crowd capability 

The approach of using crowd in analyzing patents and providing valuable 

information to designers depends on the crowd having basic abilities to un-

derstand and process patent information. As patent information is rich in 

both textual and graphical content, the crowd should possess abilities to pro-

cess both these content types. To assess the abilities of crowd, crowdsourc-

ing tasks should be framed in a way that are easier to understand and can be 

answered quickly (e.g. maximum 15 minutes). Considering the require-

ments of patent understanding and crowdsourcing task design, two initial 

experiments were conducted within a crowdsourcing platform [71]. This 

platform was chosen because reportedly the platform has 30 million crowd 

workers, easy user interface to design crowdsourcing tasks and monitoring 

tasks completion, and provides access to register jobs from the UK. The first 

experiment reviews how well the crowd categorized patent written content, 

and the second how well they interpreted drawing information.  

Crowd experiment 1: patent textual information categorization  

The description of patents is mostly written with complex technical termi-

nologies. Understanding patent information can be challenging for crowd 

who predominantly undertake simpler jobs such as text transcription, data 

cleaning, opinion survey, and image recognition. To know whether crowd 

has basic ability to read and understand patent text, a data categorization 

task was designed. The task aims to test classification of function, behavior 

and structure (FBS) information present in patent abstract. To enable easier 

understanding for crowd, FBS was presented as ‘What the object does’, 

‘How the object works’, and ‘How the object is made’. FBS structure was 

chosen because of its comprehensiveness, lightweight, and easy to structure 

crowd task with few instructions. Fig. 2 shows the FBS categorization task 

posted on Crowdflower. The task asked crowd to read a patent sentence and 

categorize it among the given three options. To give more context to the 

given sentence, patent title and complete patent abstract in which the sen-

tence appears was also given. An example for each category was provided 

for better understanding the task. For the initial trail, we posted seventeen 

such tasks, and requested twenty responses for each task. In overall, 340 

judgements were received and analyzed. To avoid random clicking, three 
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test questions were included within this task. The test question highlights 

the correct response with justification when a crowd member provided a 

wrong answer, and helped to improve the quality of responses from crowd.    

            

 

Fig. 2 FBS patent information categorization task 

All 340 responses for this task were received within 1h 10min. In total, 

76 crowd workers participated from 29 countries. On average, each worker 

gave 4 responses (maximum: 12 responses/worker and minimum: 2 re-

sponses/worker).  Maximum agreement percentage for each of 17 posted 

questions (in brackets show the maximum chosen category in FBS) 
 Fig. 3 illustrates maximum agreement percentage for each of seventeen 

posted questions. The average maximum agreement for the posted questions 

is 55.29%. The maximum agreement ranges from 40% to 70%. Analyzing 

further with the chosen categories reveals that except for 2 questions, the 

maximum chosen category for all other 15 questions were answered cor-

rectly. In those 2 questions also, the sentence posted contains elements of 

both function and behavior, so received highest percentage for both these 

categories. Therefore, the initial test shows that at least 55% of the crowd 

participated in this task possess abilities to understand and choose the cor-

rect FBS category for the given patent sentence. Although 45% of the par-

ticipated crowd lacks patent understanding, the maximum agreement per-

centage for each question helps to identify the correct FBS categorization.  
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Fig. 3 Maximum agreement percentage for each of 17 posted questions (in brack-

ets show the maximum chosen category in FBS) 

Crowd experiment 2: understanding patent drawing information 

Patent drawings usually contain numerical annotation for parts, where these 

numbers are subsequently referred in patent claims and descriptions. These 

numerical annotations were used to test crowd abilities in understanding pa-

tent drawing information. Fig. 4 illustrates the task posted, whereby a draw-

ing from a patent was provided, and crowd asked to describe a particular 

number in the drawing. The process to go about answering this task was 

presented as follows: Download the given patent document; Try to under-

stand the patent by reading the abstract; Search the number asked in the 

question; and Read and understand all paragraphs describing about the en-

quired number. The initial test was conducted to enquire about 10 numbers 

on six drawings from a single patent (US 9148077 B2).  

 

 

Fig. 4 Task for understanding patent drawing information 

Twenty responses for each number were requested and received for this 

task. One hundred and ninety five responses for this task were received 

within 2h 40 min. The rest five responses received in 8h 40min. In total, 30 

crowd workers were participated from 17 countries. On average, each 

worker categorized 7 responses (maximum: 10 responses/worker and mini-

mum: 1 response/worker). The results from analyzing description for each 
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part number reveal that only 24% of the answers received were acceptable 

(i.e. provided correct description about the number asked). For example, the 

expected answer for number ‘64’ in Fig. 4 is “used to give a stand-off height 

to the magnetic lifting device”. It was surmised that a major   reason for these 

low percentages compared to the patent textual categorization task was due 

to not including test questions within this exercise. Although adding test 

questions are general practice in crowdsourcing, the challenge in this exper-

iment is how to add test questions for qualitative answers (i.e. textual de-

scription of a number in patent drawing). We were able to identify a mech-

anism by asking a crowd to first name the number before adding the 

description (shown in Fig. 4). By following this approach we could success-

fully add test questions for qualitative questions. It was therefore decided to 

develop a preliminary task that required workers to provide the exact name 

(given in the patent document) of a given annotation number. Only workers 

who could answer at least 50% of test questions correctly were allowed to 

progress to undertake the descriptive task. This resulted in a much better 

percentage of acceptable responses (66%). Fig. 5 summarizes key variables 

observed with and without test questions in understanding patent drawing 

information task. 

Table 2 Key variables observed between with and without test questions in under-

standing patent drawing information task 

 Without test questions With test questions 

Total task completion time 8h 40min 19h 22min 

Number of workers partic-

ipated (from countries)  

30 (17) 53 (27) 

Number of workers failed 

in Quiz 

N/A 25 

Total number of responses 200 305 

Average responses from a 

worker 

7 6 

Average percentage of ac-

ceptable responses 

24% 66% 

Accepted responses per-

centage range 

15-50% 44-83% 

 

Comparing the results with and without the test questions reveals that 

“test questions mode” is preferred to get high number of responses and per-

centage of acceptable responses (provided correct description about the 

number asked). However, the total task completion time is almost double 

compared to “without test questions mode”. These initial tasks emphasize 
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the importance of test questions to group suitable crowd who are capable to 

undertake patent related tasks.     

 

 

Fig. 5 Acceptable drawing part description percentage for each question 

The observations made from these initial two trails are: a large crowd of 

people from many countries is available on demand to undertake posted 

tasks; the completion time for the posted tasks is quicker (most responses 

received in less an hour), although it is dependent on the inclusion of test 

questions; judgement for categorizing patent textual information works best 

with aggregating all responses rather than relying on individual responses; 

clear task instructions, test questions, and payment for each task could play 

major role in getting acceptable responses; best worker among crowd of 

people should be chosen with initial tests, th en nurtured and developed fur-

ther to potentially apply them to higher reasoning patent analyzing tasks. 

Discussion 

The presented paper provides a broader view of patent applications in engi-

neering design, and potential scope where the crowdsourcing approach 

could be applied.  This paper reports an important initial step through which 

further work could be developed to achieve the proposed aim: to generate a 

new, visual form of patent map that incorporates measures of patent com-

mercialization activity and technical metadata through the crowdsourcing 

approach that can be utilized by engineering designers during conceptual-

ization and embodiment design. 

These initial crowdsourcing experiments aid to study two important 

points: (i) selecting and nurturing a crowd that is suitable for patent analysis 

work, and (ii) how to study the responses obtained from the crowd. The 
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study observes that about 55% of the participated crowd have good reason-

ing ability for FBS categorization. This result is surprising providing the 

crowd predominantly undertake simpler jobs such as text transcription and 

data cleaning. The successful crowd from this task could be selected and 

trained for further advanced patent analysis tasks. Since there is uncertainty 

to trust individual crowd responses, the study finds that cumulative percent-

age response (in this case, 20 responses for each question) aids to identify 

correct FBS categorization for each question. Therefore we intend to use 

cumulative aggregation of crowd responses for any patent related tasks to 

get correct responses. 

There is no acceptable/target percentage set for these crowdsourcing 

tasks, considering there are 30 million available crowd workers. The per-

centage (e.g. 66% correct in patent drawing information task) signifies how 

many people from the participated crowd have shown interest and possesses 

minimum ability to be selected for further skills improvement. The observed 

correct answer percentage variation in both the initial patent tasks is ex-

pected, considering complexity of patent information and varying crowd 

skills level. For instance, some numbers in patent drawing are described in 

a straight-forward fashion, whereas others are hidden within the text. This 

makes patent text analysis complex for humans and also computer algo-

rithms. However, more systematic study should be undertaken to understand 

patterns in this percentage variation. It is difficult to answer the trust level 

established with crowd from these initial experiments. However, with 

proper crowd nurtured for patent analysis we are able to place increased trust 

in responses from them.  

Apart from issues related to getting acceptable responses quickly, the fol-

lowing limitations are noted from our initial discussion with industrial part-

ners for using the crowdsourcing approach: (i) confidentiality issues, (ii) 

trust in the crowd’s responses, (iii) payment issues, and (iv) ethical and legal 

issues. Approaches to address these issues and increasing percentage of cor-

rect responses for patent related tasks are currently explored in this research. 

Conclusions and future work 

This paper has illustrated the relevance of patents for engineering design. 

While the analysis of patent statistics such as classification, nationality and 

use of citations is well established, making robust interpretations based on 

these is problematic. Qualitative interpretations of the content and nature of  

patents is potentially more useful to engineering designers in terms of 

identifying active areas of design, examples of patents in use and 
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understanding the characteristics of design problems. These cannot, 

however, be easily accomplished by computer algorithims and their 

magnitude is overwhelming for individuals. If crowdsourcing proves a 

cheap, scalable way of interpreting patents and applying appropriate 

taxonomic engineering information it could fundamentally alter the early 

phases of engineering design.The crowd can be harnessed to improve the 

data and information presented to designers during the key activities 

identified in scoping (opportunities), generation (inspiration), embodiment 

(context) and testing (checking).  

Our initial crowdsourcing experimentation has been to establish basic 

crowd capabilities in understanding patent text and interpreting patent 

drawings. This has shown that reasonable results can be achieved if tasks 

are set appropriately, particularly in terms of duration and complexity, and 

if test questions are incorporated to ensure a basic level of understanding 

exists in the workers. Our planned future work will involve expanding on 

these initial experiments to design and test crowdsourcing workflows 

optimised to support working in the four design phases described. It is 

anticipated this will focus on analysing quality, classification and 

composition and content to present patent information in a way that is 

readily understandable and usable by engineering designers. 
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